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Introduction
After watching a couple movies from Hustler's Asian Fever you'll want to buy a one-way ticket to the
South Pacific. The movies are impeccably vivid and are produced with the kind of big budget bravado
that only a top tier porn company like Hustler can provide. You can�t help but think it�s your cock
each Asian beauty is sucking on... and that's the goal.

Adult Review
Walking into the members area of Asian Fever is like taking a hot-rod out for your first solo drive. There are so many great
features to explore, buttons to push and pussies to find. On your left is a drop-down search bar that takes you right to your
desired Asian fantasies... including everything from threesomes, to specific hair color choices and even an entire category of
whoriental sweethearts sporting their own Asian tattoos!<br />  <br />  With years of experience in the magazine porn world,
Hustler knows that many members are going to them to get their porn online for the first time... and they make it all so easy!
There�s even a special tutorial on the many different methods of watching a movie that�s compatible with your equipment
no matter what you�re now using.<br />  <br />  Every scene is available optimized for slower connections or full screen for
broadband users. <br />  When it comes to photos, Hustler has always been among the very best and The Tongue licked the
screen clean when it came across their portraits of Sylvia Saint, who is hands down, one of the most beautiful women to ever
walk on the face of this earth and captured by Hustler photographers perfectly! <br />  <br />  When you become a member
of Asian Fever you also receive a mega pass, which entitles you to full access to 14 other Hustler pay sites - all of which
update frequently, giving you a constant flow of new material to enjoy. <br />  <br />  There are presently about 110 crystal
clear exclusive Hi-Def Asian Fever DVD�s for your unlimited viewing with updates being added on a daily basis. These are
titles Hustler keeps exclusively on their own sites, so unless you own the DVD you haven't seen these amazing Asian whores
working your dick before.<br />  <br />  In the 1,000 plus photo sections, you�ll see nearly 70 of Hustler�s hottest Asian
models, each has her own page of thumbnails that open up in the highest quality possible which you can save for your own
personal collection.<br />  <br />  Hustler also advertises some of its other internet products like �Hustler Personals� where
you�re allowed to browse all the horny women in the area of your choice for free, but once you find one you like you need to
join separately to go any further on those sites.

Porn Summary
Overall Asian Fever is composed of the very best Asian porn stars in the business captured by top shelf camera crews. When
you attach the name Hustler to a domain, you know you�re getting the cream of the crop. Not only in the models, but also in
the infrastructure of the website.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Hustler + Asians = Whoriental Magic!'
Quality: 89  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 90
Support: 95 Unique: 82    Taste: 81        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Busty Beauties (90) ,Hustlers Taboo (87) ,Hustler (87) ,Anal Hookers (86) ,Barely Legal (81) 

Porn Niches
Asian, Exclusive, Glamour, Hardcore, Interracial, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.62 Preview: 3 Days for $3.86 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online
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Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 660
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